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A No-Nonsense Guide To Living The Life You Deserve
The path Dr. Kendra Lowe has walked as a cadet at the Air Force Academy as an active duty service member, and now as a military spouse, has given her a front-row seat to many of the traumas, setbacks,
successes, discriminations, and celebrations that military families experience. These experiences fueled ten years of research aimed at better understanding military spouse stress and how bad the stress
really is, as well as the unique contributing factors of the military lifestyle. Most significant were the findings that 27 percent of military spouses report significantly high levels of stress, while 20 percent have a
higher, clinically significant, level of stress. In other words, approximately one in four military spouses wake up every day under a heavy layer of stress that builds day by day, week by week, and year by year.
Unfortunately, many military spouses perceive this stress as normal, unaware of how dangerously close they are to clinically significant levels of emotional, social, or physical distress. Wake up, Kick Ass,
Repeat was created to help alleviate these significant concerns. This comprehensive and invaluable tool will help you accept the unique nature of military life, anticipate and persevere in the face of socialemotional setbacks, practice effective coping strategies, and learn to thrive on to new possibilities. Dr. Kendra has expertly woven research, personal anecdotes, powerful stories from other military spouses,
as well as practical principals of Rational Behavioral Therapy to help individuals work through stressful situations while maintaining better emotional control. This is a must-have book for military and first
responder spouses, their family members, professionals working with military and first responder families, as well as anyone seeking to find a way to help themselves to better social and emotional health. Dr.
Kendra also includes thoughtful questions and exercises that any individual or group can put to immediate use.
THE FINAL SHOWDOWN. Will a battered and beaten Kick-Ass defend herself against Hit-Girl, ignore her instincts, and kill a child to save her own life? This explosive, bloody final issue sees Kick-Ass at war
with Hit-Girl, the assassins, and herself.
Thousands of people around the world have discovered the remarkable benefits of a Whole Food Plant-Based Diet and are learning how it differs from other diets including vegetarian and vegan diets. It has
clearly shown to be the best way to help prevent or eliminate heart disease, diabetes, and cancer. There are many other benefits including making you feel younger and stronger, finding that it resolves most
skin conditions, relieves pain, and easily results in weight loss that lasts a lifetime.Meet the scientists and thousands of others in the remarkable world of plant-based food who can help clear up your nutrition
confusion and guide you too on your journey to health and happiness. Eat Grass, Kick Ass includes over 120 delicious recipes and the guidance for creating amazing plant-based replacements for the food
you, your family, and your friends currently enjoy.This book also looks at the impact of a Whole Food Plant-Based Diet on specific populations, including pregnant women, children, and those with conditions
including, but not limited to celiac disease, gluten sensitivities, and allergies.
Whether you've already started a t-shirt brand or are just an aspiring t-shirt entrepreneur with a dream, the clothing industry can be one of the toughest to break into.LAUNCH A KICK-ASS T-SHIRT BRAND is
the perfect hand-book if you're looking to build a successful t-shirt brand. From valuable advice to specific examples and anecdotes from successful t-shirt entrepreneurs, this 240 page guide is packed with
priceless information that can help your dreams of running a profitable t-shirt brand come true.LAUNCH A KICK-ASS T-SHIRT BRAND will give you advice and instructions on the following:- Creating a solid
brand- The legal aspects of running a clothing brand- Getting funding to launch your brand- How to set up an online shop- How to make kick-ass t-shirt designs- Getting your shirts produced- How to get your
products in stores- Managing your business- And much more!
Provides over 650 safety suggestions to incorporate into everyday life and includes tips for at home, in the car, shopping, traveling, keeping children safe, and preventing identity theft.
The Adventure Guide to Living a Kickass LifeHow to Become More Adventurous and Start Living a More Exciting Life
LAUNCH A KICK-ASS T-SHIRT BRAND is the perfect hand-book if you're looking to build a successful t-shirt brand. From valuable advice to specific examples and anecdotes from successful t-shirt
entrepreneurs, this 240 page guide is packed with priceless information that can help your dreams of running a profitable t-shirt brand come true.

"From the breakout star of MasterChef Australia, Dan Churchill's ... cookbook that will educate, motivate, and inspire men to put on an apron and turn on the oven. Attention,
dudes: you no longer have an excuse to avoid the kitchen. Dan Churchill has written a cookbook for guys who have always wanted to cook, but don't know where to start;
boyfriends who are intimated by a frying pan; and sons who have too long relied on their parents for meals. These mouth-watering recipes are easy to read and, most important,
easy to replicate ... Divided into sections based on everyday scenarios and featuring forty-five recipes, DudeFood shares the secrets to cooking a repertoire of eggs, seafood,
poultry, meats, vegetables, sandwiches, and even desserts ... Packed with helpful tips and shortcuts, as well as beautiful photographs, this book will turn any dude into a cook"-Based on his own successes and failures, Dennis reveals specific strategies that will allow you to skip some of the more difficult learning experiences and growing pains on the
road to your end goal of business independence. He'll pull no punches while empowering you to fire your boss, toss the participation trophies out the window, and live the life you
want rather than just survive it. "When you care what others think, you give them undeserved power.
This book will arm you with the information and guidance you need to successfully navigate your way through the turmoil of dealing with workplace bullying and the managers
who may deny your experiences are genuine. It provides the real facts and real, practical tools you can use to make real change – and end the bullying in your workplace.
Do you hear the call to live a more adventurous life? Learn how to chart a course for a meaningful and joy-filled journey. Have you been struggling to feel fulfilled in your everyday
life? Have you made all the right choices but still feel like something is missing? Do you crave the energy and excitement that comes from living a purposeful life of adventure?
With over 20 years of experience living adventurously while traveling to over 40 countries, founders of Adventurous Life and certified coaches Brian and Maryann Remsburg are
specialists in developing extraordinary lives. Now, they're here to share their secrets for pursuing your true passions and leaving a lasting, beneficial legacy. Your Adventurous
Life Awaits: 7 Coordinates for Living a Purposeful Life of Adventure is an eye-opening guide for getting the most out of the time you have on this amazing planet. Drawing on the
examples from their own lives and those of their clients, the Remsburgs take you step-by-step from your typical routine to thriving in a stimulating, intentional journey. By
navigating through the exercises in each chapter, you'll map out your own plan to leave an impact on the world that you can be proud of. In Your Adventurous Life Awaits, you'll
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discover: The process of the 7 Coordinates to guide your steps on the path towards filling your days with purpose The impact your mindset has on your perception, so you can
reorient your thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes Strategies for breaking even the most complex goals down into small, achievable steps to get more done The keys to successful selfreflection for stronger results down the road Tips for creating enthusiasm and joy, a new way to view challenges, and much more! Your Adventurous Life Awaits is the essential
manual for charting the course from mundane to impactful living. If you like growing through adversity, receiving optimistic encouragement, and shaping your future, then you'll
love Brian and Maryann Remsburg's transformative guidebook. Buy Your Adventurous Life Awaitsto ignite your passion today!
When Emma Johnson's marriage ended she found herself broke, pregnant, and alone with a toddler. Searching for the advice she needed to navigate her new life as a single
professional woman and parent, she discovered there was very little sage wisdom available. In response, Johnson launched the popular blog Wealthysinglemommy.com to
speak to other women who, like herself, wanted to not just survive but thrive as single moms. Now, in this complete guide to single motherhood, Johnson guides women in
confronting the naysayers in their lives (and in their own minds) to build a thriving career, achieve financial security, and to reignite their romantic life—all while being a kickass
parent to their kids. The Kickass Single Mom shows readers how to: • Build a new life that is entirely on their own terms. • Find the time to devote to health, hobbies, friendships,
faith, community and travel. • Be a joyful, present and fun mom, and proud role model to your kids. Full of practical advice and inspiration from Emma's life, as well as other
successful single moms, this is a must-have resource for any single mom.
KICK-ASS IS BACK ready to wipe out the city's criminal lowlives, destroy its gangs, and save its communities from decay. But there's a new face beneath the old mask, a new
figure wearing that famous green and yellow spandex. Who is this new vigilante superhero? Who can fill Dave Lizewski's shoes? WHO IS THE NEW KICK-ASS? Find out in the
first collection of KICK-ASS: THE NEW GIRL. MARK MILLAR and JOHN ROMITA, JR. reunite for the next chapter of the greatest superhero comic of all time. Collects KICKASS: THE NEW GIRL #1-6
Kick Ass Closings is a powerful resource for new and experienced trial lawyers, so they can deliver devastating closing arguments with minimal prep time. This book provides a
simple and straightforward template that can be used in any criminal trial and hundreds of sample closing arguments that can be crafted to fit the facts of your case. Used
properly, this book can save you time, and increase the power and effectiveness of your closing arguments. More importantly, it will help save lives, and protect the freedom of
those whom we defend.
At ManBasics, we LOVE beards! The ManBasics Guide to a Kick-Ass Beard is an entertaining read that not only covers how to grow and maintain a healthy beard, but also looks
at tools of the trade, the history of beards, beard styles and more. This is way more than a simple "how-to" guide, this is an interesting and engaging read that every beard lover
must have.
There are over 40 million people who work in creative careers. You may be one of them. Or, perhaps, you would like to join their ranks. If either of these statements is true, this book is for you.
Maziarz offers a concrete program for helping you tap into and develop your creative potential. In fact, if you incorporate these teachings into your life, you can be not only creative, but kickass creative. Maziarz provides a framework full of fun and practical tips for kick-starting the creative process. Included are: An examination of energy and what it has to do with art. How to
connect with your deepest motivations, desires, and feelings. Concrete tips about time management. How to develop a support group. How to get rid of those flimsy excuses that block your
creative output.
Stay at home. Don't go out. Keep six feet away from other people. These are the new rules that we follow in early 2020. Every challenge also offers an opportunity. You are never going to
have another chance like this to make a mark as a parent. You can "survive" this moment and hope it never comes again. But think of all that you are learning about your kids and your partner
(and yourself). Use this pressure to make yourself stronger as a parent. Make this a turning point for your family. This new edition of "Laugh More, Yell Less" will help you dive in and transform
"we have to" into "we get to."
An expanded second edition of Gunnar Fox's brutally honest and entertaining guide to success in college -- and beyond. Crammed with hundreds of hacks, tips and guerrilla tactics along with
snazzy new illustrations by Nick Street to keep the pages turning. Praised by students, parents and professors alike as a great read. The librarian's favorite choice for "reluctant readers."
I was in your shoes. I was a parent looking for answers. These are the steps I took to find my superpowers. Now I want to make it easy, fun, and inviting for you to take steps toward becoming
the parent that your kids need. I want to inspire you.You have amazing kids. I know. I've seen them in action. They have creative, inspiring ideas. Your kids? imaginations are the adult thinktanks of the future.Your kids are going to change the world. I want to help you peek your head above the drudgery and emotional exhaustion of day-to-day parenting. This is a call for parents
to put on their capes and learn to fly.
Presents advice for young women on dealing with sexism and negative social media, discussing how to deal with cyber bullying, body shaming, and mental health issues and foster a positive
self-image and healthy relationships.
The journey to become a successful writer is long, fraught with peril, and filled with difficult questions: How do I write dialogue? How do I build suspense? What should I know about query
letters? How do I start? The best way to answer these questions is to ditch your uncertainty and transform yourself into a KICK-ASS writer. This new book from award-winning author Chuck
Wendig combines the best of his eye-opening writing instruction--previously available in e-book form only--with all-new insights into writing and publishing. It's an explosive broadside of gritty
advice that will destroy your fears, clear the path, and help you find your voice, your story, and your audience. You'll explore the fundamentals of writing, learn how to obtain publication, and
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master the skills you need to build an army of dedicated fans. No task is too large or small for the kick-ass writer. With his trademark acerbic wit and gut-punch humor, Wendig will explain: •
How to build suspense, craft characters, and defeat writer's block. • How to write a scene, an ending--even a sentence. • Blogging techniques, social media skills, and crowdfunding. • How to
write a query letter, talk to agents, and deal with failure--and success! Whether you're just starting out or you need one more push to get you over the top, two things are for certain--a kick-ass
writer never quits, and chuck Wendig won't let you down in this high-octane guide to becoming the writer you were born to be.
Smokin' chicks at your fingertips! You are holding the ultimate guide to drawing kick-ass comic book babes, from sultry eyes and succulent lips to the killer bodies that go with them. Whether
you want to capture the likenesses of girls you know or bring fantasy women to life on paper, this book tells you everything you need to create super-heroines, damsels in distress and other
original female characters. • Step-by-step instruction for drawing eyes, mouths, hands and more • Drawing instruction on hairstyles, clothing, facial expressions, ethnic and age variations and
much more • Expert tips on working with models and photo references, drawing dynamic poses and pumping up the drama with cool lighting effects • Five full-length demonstrations simulate
real-life "assignments," from cover art to a complete comic-book page Packed with tons of sexy chicks and sweet tricks for boosting the "babe factor" in your own creations, these pages will
rock your drawing world.
* New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller multiple years running * Translated into 20 languages, with more than half a million copies sold worldwide * A Hudson and Indigo Best
Book of the Year * Recommended by Shona Brown, Rachel Hollis, Jeff Kinney, Daniel Pink, Sheryl Sandberg, and Gretchen Rubin Radical Candor has been embraced around the world by
leaders of every stripe at companies of all sizes. Now a cultural touchstone, the concept has come to be applied to a wide range of human relationships. The idea is simple: You don't have to
choose between being a pushover and a jerk. Using Radical Candor—avoiding the perils of Obnoxious Aggression, Manipulative Insincerity, and Ruinous Empathy—you can be kind and clear at
the same time. Kim Scott was a highly successful leader at Google before decamping to Apple, where she developed and taught a management class. Since the original publication of Radical
Candor in 2017, Scott has earned international fame with her vital approach to effective leadership and co-founded the Radical Candor executive education company, which helps companies
put the book's philosophy into practice. Radical Candor is about caring personally and challenging directly, about soliciting criticism to improve your leadership and also providing guidance that
helps others grow. It focuses on praise but doesn't shy away from criticism—to help you love your work and the people you work with. Radically Candid relationships with team members enable
bosses to fulfill their three core responsibilities: 1. Create a culture of Compassionate Candor 2. Build a cohesive team 3. Achieve results collaboratively Required reading for the most
successful organizations, Radical Candor has raised the bar for management practices worldwide.

Practical and inspirational ways to help you kick-start your creativity, identify what you want and then make it happen. A playful and mind-expanding book by the training guru at
?What If!, the world's largest innovation consultancy, who will help you to unlock your creative juices and grow in new directions.
Featuring a new preface, afterword and Radically Candid Performance Review Bonus Chapter, the fully revised & updated edition of Radical Candor is packed with even more
guidance to help you improve your relationships at work. 'Reading Radical Candor will help you build, lead, and inspire teams to do the best work of their lives.' Sheryl Sandberg,
author of Lean In. If you don't have anything nice to say then don't say anything at all . . . right? While this advice may work for home life, as Kim Scott has seen first hand, it is a
disaster when adopted by managers in the work place. Scott earned her stripes as a highly successful manager at Google before moving to Apple where she developed a class
on optimal management. Radical Candor draws directly on her experiences at these cutting edge companies to reveal a new approach to effective management that delivers
huge success by inspiring teams to work better together by embracing fierce conversations. Radical Candor is the sweet spot between managers who are obnoxiously
aggressive on the one side and ruinously empathetic on the other. It is about providing guidance, which involves a mix of praise as well as criticism – delivered to produce better
results and help your employees develop their skills and increase success. Great bosses have a strong relationship with their employees, and Scott has identified three simple
principles for building better relationships with your employees: make it personal, get stuff done, and understand why it matters. Radical Candor offers a guide to those
bewildered or exhausted by management, written for bosses and those who manage bosses. Drawing on years of first-hand experience, and distilled clearly to give practical
advice to the reader, Radical Candor shows you how to be successful while retaining your integrity and humanity. Radical Candor is the perfect handbook for those who are
looking to find meaning in their job and create an environment where people love both their work and their colleagues, and are motivated to strive to ever greater success.
Zoe Falk's parents were middle-class drug addicts, and their eventual divorce was total war - a conflict so vicious it even bankrupted a couple of attorneys. Malnourished,
hopelessly behind in school, and with her mother in jail, Zoe moved from the northern Bay Area to a small town in the Oregon wilderness.500 miles from home, at school she felt
socially awkward as the 'odd kid'. From her cousin she learned that adventure can - and should - be found every day. She dug deep to become a champion runner and straight A
student, eventually graduating from university with two degrees in four years whilst working as a caregiver.Overcoming innumerable obstacles and suffering a heart-breaking
loss, aged just 22 she achieved her dream of living and working in Spain, where she became a teacher who was deeply loved by staff and students.This book will help anyone
facing challenges in their life to grow, live an exhilarating life, and become the best version of themselves through the power of adventure.
Like having coffee with an expert, this book shares irreverent tips and secrets from Chief Boredom Buster and 25 year event planning expert Andrea Driessen on how to plan an
event that will get people talking and participating. This book is like a high energy masterclass and brainstorming session all in one - with actionable tips to transform your event
planning approach within hours.
A practical guidebook designed to show the over 60s how to look after themselves in an increasingly ageist world. Contains many proven medical facts which some readers may
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find uncomfortable (eg eating meat causes cancer though you are never too old to cut down meat consumption). There is bound to be someone somewhere who smokes 100 a
day, eats raw steak three times a week, never exercises, is obese and lives to be 100. But most people who do these things need hospital care and die early. Learn how to retain
your freedom, dignity, independence and sense of humour. Stay young in spirit, start again at 65 (or older) and live a bonus life. Replace the depressing, pessimistic certainties of
old age with the hope and confidence-drenched ambition usually associated with the young. Dr Vernon Coleman, a qualified doctor, is the author of over 100 books which have
sold over two million hardback and paperback copies in the UK, been translated into 25 language and sold around the world. He has written columns for many leading
publications and presented numerous programmes on TV and radio. He was the writer of the world's first medical software for general use. His novel Mrs Caldicot's Cabbage
was turned into a highly successful movie. For a list of other books please see Vernon Coleman's biography on Amazon and for free articles please visit
www.vernoncoleman.comWhat the papers say:Vernon Coleman writes brilliant books - The Good Book GuideHe's the Lone Ranger, Robin Hood and the Equalizer rolled into
one - Glasgow Evening TimesHe writes lucidly and wittily - Good HousekeepingCompulsive reading - The GuardianSuperstar - Independent on SundayKing of the media docs The IndependentThe man is a national treasure - What Doctors Don't Tell YouRevered guru of medicine - Nursing TimesProbably one of the most brilliant men alive - Irish
TimesBrilliant! - The PeopleMarvellously succinct, refreshingly sensible - The SpectatorA Godsend - Daily TelegraphBritain's leading medical author - The StarThe patients'
champion - Birmingham PostBritain's leading health care campaigner - The SunNo thinking person can ignore him - The EcologistThe calmest voice of reason - The ObserverIt's
impossible not to be impressed - Western Daily Press
A hilarious life-skills handbook covering everything a modern man needs to know offers practical tips on how to be politically correct, deal with overbearing significant others,
know what to wear, settle bar bets, and more with helpful tutorials on fly fishing, things never to say during sex, leprechauns, and other "vital" topics. Original. 50,000 first printing.
You can have all the material security in the world and still feel broken. You can have all the popularity and still feel lonely. #KICKASS: A CHICK'S GUIDE TO LIVING A KICKASS LIFE is a guide to connect women with the foundational steps to living a #KICKASS life by realizing that success isn't about how it looks but how it feels. Living a #KICKASS
life begins inside because real success is based on the most important relationship in your life...your relationship with you. Ancient Chinese philosopher and writer, Lao Tzu said,
"The journey of a lifetime begins with one step." Ready? Let's begin...
Are you ready to take your project management to the next level? Today's project managers are critical to the strategic growth of their organizations. Belinda Goodrich, an
international project management expert, shares her greatest techniques in order to stand apart as a phenomenal, and kick ass, project manager!
Kick-start your comic book career! In the comic book industry, cookie-cutter artists just don't cut it. In this book, professional comic book artist Tom Nguyen shows you how to make your work stand out from
the masses: Populate your world with convincing heroes, villains and citizens ... Pump-up the drama with perspective, page design and other powerful techniques ... And, ultimately, put it all together to tell
kick-ass, action-packed stories! You'll learn how to: draw pumped-up dudes and hot babes, with muscles and curves in all the right places. dress 'em in killer costumes and everyday outfits, complete with
hairstyles and accessories. round out your cast with punks, grandmas, kids, melon heads and other supporting characters. draw blood-curdling sneers, dagger eyes, and other expressive facial features. use
gesture sketches to establish pose and action. get creative with poses, camera angles, perspective, and page layout for maximum drama and efficient storytelling. follow the step-by-step process of bringing
two scripts to life, from thumbnails to finished inking tips. Illustrated with dos, don'ts, and tons of step-by-step instruction, this is a real-world guide to the skills you need to make it as a comic book artist.
Armed with these inside secrets and tricks-of-the-trade, you'll be more than just another good artist, but a bona fide, super-hero-style storyteller!
A much-needed kick in the ass for women everywhere! Like many women, Andrea Owen always lived life on the sidelines, watching each day pass by without ever catching a glimpse of the happiness she
yearned for--until the day she had enough. She realized that she had to take action and step out of the box she had created for herself if she really wanted the best life possible. And now, as a celebrated life
coach, she shows thousands of women how to take the reins, create an actionable plan for their goals, and finally reach their full potential. In this powerful book, Owen guides you through her acclaimed
strategies for creating a more fulfilling life. Each goal-orientated lesson empowers you to take control of the barriers that keep you from achieving the love and success you desire. From breaking the
unrewarding cycle of people pleasing to dealing with unsupportive friends, this book approaches the problems you face with a candid look at why you aren't satisfied--and how to fix it. Owen's life-changing
wisdom helps you uncover your self-limiting beliefs as well as push you out of your comfort zone by zeroing in on the most difficult issues. Never one to sugarcoat the truth, she holds you accountable for your
actions while offering expert advice for knocking down that cynical inner-voice and loving yourself wholeheartedly. With 52 Ways to Live a Kick-Ass Life, you will shut off your internal auto-pilot; kick empty
expectations to the curb; and live a bigger, gutsier life.
This book is for the kick-ass woman who want it all and knows that a killer mindset makes her $$$ in the bank. Here you will learn how to think your way to money and success and why being a lazy bitch can
be more that good enough. Start reading now and set your mind up for success!
The greatest super hero comic of all-time is finally here! WOLVERINE: ENEMY OF THE STATE's team of MARK MILLAR (CIVIL WAR) and JOHN ROMITA JR. (WORLD WAR HULK) reunite for the best
new book of the 21st century! Have you ever wanted to be a super hero? Dreamed of donning a mask and just heading outside to some kick-ass? Well, this is the book for you- the comic that starts where
other super hero books draw the line. KICK-ASS is realistic super heroes taken to the next level. Miss out and you're an idiot!
An unmissable guide for teenage girls and women everywhere who are ready to take over the world. This book is a call to arms. Because though you may be going through the hardest and most confusing
years of your life, it's time to channel your extraordinary power, spirit and ability to rise up and change the world. Rosie Day has written and curated a collection of letters from incredible and inspiring women
to guide you through each stage of combat towards a Teenage Armageddon. You will become a WARRIOR as you realise your worth, you will BATTLE your brain and learn to tackle stress and hormones,
and you will be given the tools you need to begin your REBELLION. Brave, disruptive and rule-breaking, this is a book unlike any other.
This book is for you that are over being perfect. You just want to be yourself and make money doing what you love. Don't be a copycat, be an original. In this book I will show you how to be yourself in any
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way you can, how you can live a happy life and get over the feeling that you are not good enough. This book will change your life and how you feel about yourself. Want to feel great? Then this book is for
you!
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